CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter discusses the conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion is drawn after getting research finding. Then, suggestion leads further researchers who are interested in doing similar research.

5.1 Conclusion

After conducting research and discussing the research problems about the conversational implicature of verbal irony in Shrek 2 movie, it can be concluded:

1. The conversational implicature of verbal irony in Shrek 2 movie are different of each utterances where depends on the verbal irony. There are 18 conversational implicature which produced by verbal irony in this movie. The occurrence of conversational implicature of verbal irony utterance in Shrek 2 movie is only produced by flouting the maxim of quality and the maxim of quantity. The most frequently flouted maxim has been maxim of quality. Flouting on a maxim of quality is the definite way to produce conversational implicature of verbal irony because flouting on that maxim occurs when the speaker’s contribution is not true. It is appropriate to the definition of verbal irony which means saying what is contrary to what is meant. On the other
hand, flouting on the maxim of quantity is used by speaker to emphasize and clarify what his/her means.

2. There are several functions which showed by conversational implicature of verbal irony in *Shrek 2* movie. The functions are for stating, reminding, complaining, refusing, offering, vouching, protesting, condoling and begging. It is determined by applying speech act theory. Although the implicature is taken by verbal irony utterance, but the function of each utterance is different. Refusing and protesting are the most frequently functions which used in this movie. This is because of the movie more dominant in a situation which offering a situation, it makes the character to have to accept or refuse it. Then, the result of the decision makes the agree or disagree situation whose wrought out the character to protest about the situation. However, the function depends on the intended meaning of the speaker’s utterance.

3. The way to produce conversational implicature of verbal irony in *Shrek 2* movie is polite or impolite ways. The ratio of using polite and impolite way is 4:5. It means the using of both ways is almost balanced. However, the impolite way has been more often to use than the polite way. Mostly, the impolite way in this movie is used for refusing. This way is not only for refusing but also for stating and protesting. Both functions are also expressed in an impolite way. Whereas, the other functions such as offering and vouching, begging, complaining, reminding, and condoling are also expressed through the polite way. However, polite or impolite way which in order to convey the implicature depends on the speaker about how the
speaker utters the utterance. The way to express implicature will be polite if the speaker utters the utterance by obey on politeness principle. On the contrary, it will be impolite if the utterance disobey on politeness principle.

In general, the writer concludes that conversational implicature which produced by using verbal irony is the effective way to convey the speaker’s intended meaning or aim. They deliver indirectly whose able to hear better than saying directly which hear cruder. However, using verbal irony does not close the possibility to hurt the hearer. Therefore, use verbal irony in animation movie or in real life is good as long as use in the right way and do not hurt others.

5.2 Suggestion

The research about conversational implicature of verbal irony in *Shrek 2* movie is still too simple and far from perfect. It is because of there are many research problems which still not have the answer. Therefore, there are some suggestions for further researcher, those are:

1. The writer suggests for further researcher to analyze the conversational implicature is not only on verbal irony, but also hyperbole, metaphor or others.

2. The writer suggests for further researcher to analyze the reasons of the speaker uses verbal irony to convey the conversational implicature based on the function.
3. The writer also suggests analyzing the way to express an implicature using politeness theory by Brown and Levinson theory.

Hopefully, this research gives inspiration and guidance for the further researchers to be more careful in doing research, so that, the result is being better than this.